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Aramex PJSC —Initiating Coverage, 27/Jan/2013 

Price Target 

 Current Mkt.Price  (AED) 

 

2.06 

Target Price (AED) 2,76 

Upside / (Downside), % +34.0% 

Est. Dividend Yield, % c.3.5% 

Est. Total Return, % c.37.5% 

Stock Information 

DFM Code ARMX 

Bloomberg Code 

Co 

ARMX UH EQUITY 

3-M Avg. daily volume (‘000s)) 926 

Shares outstanding (millions) 1,464 

Market Cap. (AED millions) 3148 (USD 840M) 

52W High (AED) 2.22 (12/4/2012) 

52W Low (AED) 1.70 (7/1/2012) 

Price Performance 

 1M 3M YTD 

ARMX 9.1% 10.3% 7.5% 

DFM General Index 10.5% 7.3% 8.2% 

Key Valuations Metrics 

TTM P/E 12.7 Forward P/E    11.4 

P/B 1.53 Forward P/B   1.38 

Relative 5 yr Price Performance -2008-2013  

 

Current Shareholding 

Public                                      : 84.7% 

Levant Logistics Holdings         : 9.9% 

Equinox Partners                      : 5.4% 

RESEARCH ANALYST 

Analyst:             : Siraj S. Presswala 

Email                 : siraj.p@investvis.com 

We initiate coverage of Aramex (‘ARMX’) with ‘BUY’ rating and a 12 month 

price target of AED 2.76 representing an upside of c.34% 

 

Investment Thesis:- 

Aramex brand equity commands premium 

Aramex Brand equity and other intangibles provide significant long-term earnings 

upside. There is a case for current valuation to reflect the ‘brand premium’. Listed 

competitors trade at a multiple of 12-28X earnings compared to Aramex at c.11X. The 

earning capacity of the brand and defensive revenue model are currently under -

appreciated 

Profitable growth pipeline 

Aramex growth and product development strategy compliments its existing 

investments. Aramex is a rare combination of healthy growth pipeline and a business 

model that keeps return profile intact; a combination that deserves to be noted. 

Nimble to leverage new opportunities 

The current size of operations is advantageous for Aramex, sufficiently large to enjoy 

scale economies but flexible to exploit new growth opportunities. Being nimble is a 

valuable advantage relative to smaller competitors that lack scale economies and 

larger global peers that lack size advantage to benefit materially from new ventures  

Rising global trade and e-retailing is a multi-year opportunity 

Global economic landscape in future will be driven by higher level of outsourcing, 

rising international trade and growing share of e-retailing in consumer discretionary 

purchases. These trends bode well for express courier companies in terms of 

increasing potential market size. Aramex is well placed to ride this multi-year secular 

trend.  

Aramex scores high on our ‘Value’ parameters 

We like Aramex asset light business model, liquid balance sheet and ability to 

produce significant free cash flow. 

Expect more acquisitions in 2013 

Aramex is likely to announce more acquisitions probably in first quarter of CY’2013. 

Fast growing countries with strong regional trade links in Eastern Europe (‘CIS’), Sub 

Saharan Africa and Southern Africa are most likely targets 
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Aramex brand equity commands premium  

In its basic form, Aramex and its competitors are into the business of physically transporting goods 

from one place to another for a fee. Profit in long run should be close to marginal costs. In order to 

achieve growth rate higher than the rate of additional investments and/or earn excess profit the 

firm has to differentiate itself either on actual or perceived parameters. Consciously developed 

brand equity provides that differentiator  

 

The Brand:  

The Aramex brand is synonymous with express courier services across the Arabian Peninsula and 

particularly in the GCC region.  Aramex brand recall in the region is among the highest in its 

category. Aramex can leverage its brand to breakeven at a faster rate in new markets, increase 

product penetration with existing clients, and consolidate any real or perceived competitive 

advantage (such as delivery time, customer convenience, costs of service, etc.) under its single 

brand name which can then be leveraged across all markets and product segments. The value of its 

brand in terms of its ability to either provide pricing power or higher volumes is not reflected on 

Aramexs’ balance sheet under present accounting treatment. 

 

Superior customer service:  

Logistics is primarily a customer service driven industry where delivery time, customer convenience 

and service reliability is of paramount importance in generating repeat business from the 

customer. Although costs is important, it is not a defining factor because unreliable service, 

inconvenience in dealing and longer cycle times will eventually more than offset the benefit of 

comparatively lower charges in longer run for repeat customers, more so in the commercial 

segment. Aramexs’ wide presence through owned, franchise operated and partnership outlets 

across 353 locations in 60 countries provides it with a significant advantage in terms of managing 

the transaction end-to-end. That advantage  provides it with resources to provide better, faster and 

more reliable customer service on consistent basis than what would be practically possible for 

smaller local and regional players.  
 

Supply chain management system:  

Large multi country express courier service companies have a significant advantage versus generic 

competition in terms of their supply chain management systems. Strong supply chain systems allow 

for new product rollovers using existing IT and physical infrastructure, allow for pricing agility based 

on market condition and timely availability of information to take both operational level and 

customer level decisions. Smaller players have a big disadvantage in matching the sophistication of 

supply-chain systems of larger players given the formidable upfront costs and little scope to 

leverage its benefits across many outlets on the network.  

 

These attributes are not directly reflected on the balance sheet.  Also it is very pertinent to note, 

that the above intangibles appreciate in value when typically tangible assets depreciate in value 

over time (given the firm is able to develop and maintain these intangibles successfully). Also 

pertinent to note, these intangibles are mobile in the sense that the cumulative experience and 

advantage gained in developing well-renowned customer brand, superior customer service and 

sophisticated operations management systems can be seamlessly implemented in new geographies 

and new product lines, resulting into faster break even and attractive growth options. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the case of Aramex, we 

categorize intangibles as: 

Brand; customer service, intl 

network and its sophisticated 

IT systems 
 

Smaller players have a big 

disadvantage in matching the 

sophistication of supply chain 

mgmt systems of larger players 

given the formidable upfront 

costs and little scope to 

leverage its benefits across 

many outlets on the network 
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Generally, end-user facing brands (eg. Consumer goods, electronics, automobiles, etc) are more 

valuable than those in the business-to-business (‘B2B’) segment (examples: capital goods business 

consultancy, etc). That is because they can directly benefit from growth in the end markets than 

relying on the intermediary for growth. Aramex Is an end user facing brand where end users of the 

service directly deal with the company and hence Aramex has a brand equity that should ideally be 

more valuable than brands that are into similar business but serve only the commercial sector. 

Similarly, as Aramex expands geographically it will become well known to consumers in other 

countries and this in turn will further increase ARMXs’ brand equity. 

 

In order to roughly estimate the value of the intangibles (assuming someone were to buy out entire 

outstanding equity of ARMX) we compare ARMXs’ value to that of acquisition made by itself on 

parameters such as consideration price to tangible book value with excess of consideration price 

over tangible value of assets representing value of the intangibles. 

 

The table below provides consideration paid by ARMX and its break-up between tangible and 

intangibles  

 Berco Express 

South Africa 

2011 -100% 

OneWorld 

Courier Kenya 

2011-70% 

Acquisition 

in 2010 

>50% 

Aramex Hava 

Cargo -2010 

100% 

Metrofile 

2009 

100% 

Median 

Net tangible assets            49,263              (1,413)          2,489               1,380         7,517   

Goodwill          154,400              11,696         13,918              12,390       47,941   

Total consideration paid           203,663              10,283         16,407              13,770       55,458   

As % of consideration paid       

Net tangible assets 24% -14% 15% 10% 14% 14% 

Goodwill 76% 114% 85% 90% 86% 86% 

Total consideration paid 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

 

Assuming similar multiples for ARMX, we compute the value of the intangible assuming a similar 

breakup between tangibles and intangibles. However, in the above cases, ARMX was also able to 

acquire control of the target, we deduct a 33% discount for control to arrive at rough estimate for 

what ARMX intangibles could be worth in a similar hypothetical buyout transaction 

 (in AED 

'000s) 

Net Book value as of Sep 2012     1,959,005  

Less: Intangible and Goodwill on 

books as of Sep 2012 

  (1,037,894) 

Tangible book value 921,111  

Assumption:  

Tangible value as % of total value 15% 

Intangible value as % of total value 85% 

Tangible value          921,111  

Intangibles value      5,219,629  

Total consideration  6,140,740  

Less: Control premium 33% 

Total consideration for minority 

shareholders 

4,114,296  

Total consideration per share 2.81 

Current mkt price per share 2.08 

% premium/(discount) to current 

price 

c.35% 

 

End customer facing brands 

(eg. FMCGs) are more 

valuable than those in the 

B2B (business to business) 

segment, —eg. Construction, 

technical consultancy, etc. 
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The 33% discount we attribute in the above scenario is subjective is depends on many situational 

and time specific factors. The idea here is not to arrive and an estimate of Aramexs’ worth but to 

highlight the fact that, were Aramex also in a similar position, the intangibles developed by the 

company (brand, international presence, product portfolio, customer lists, organizational structure, 

etc) would command a significant premium that reflected in its current price multiple. 

 

Additionally, we compare ARMX with its global peers on key valuation multiples, even though many 

peers have lower 5 years compound revenue and operating income growth, they trade at a 

premium to that of ARMX which could also partly (albeit only indirectly) explain the premium for 

value of the intangibles in this industry 

 

The table below provides snapshot on key valuation multiples for ARMX and its peer set  

 Country M-Cap in 

USD (in mm) 

P/E  EV to 

EBIT 

5 yr Sales 

CAGR 

5 yr Op. 

Inc. CAGR 

ARMX UAE 813 12.7 9.1 13.6% 18.7% 

Agility Kuwait 1,929 18.4 17.5 6.3% -35.5% 

Global Warehousing Qatar Qatar 446 21.4 28.3 77% NA 

Freightways Ltd New Zealand 803 18.1 12.2 2.4% 1.8% 

Blue Dart Express Ltd India 879 39.1 23.6 17.3% 13.9% 

Singapore Post Ltd Singapore 1,773 16.2 10.8 6.0% 0.2% 

Expeditors Intl Wash Inc USA 8,739 26.1 11.2 6.0% 10.5% 

Deutsche Post Germany 15,473 17.4 6.7 -2.9% -5.8% 

Fedex Corp USA 29,845 14.9 8.6 3.4% 0.3% 

United Parcel Service USA 73,387 17.1 13.9 4.3% -1.7% 
Source: Bloomberg, data as of 7Jan2013 

 

As per the above table, ARMX trades at one of the lowest P/E as well as EV/EBIT multiples but has 

one of the best 5 year sales and operating income growth rates. The closest peer to ARMX in terms 

of size (M Cap) and 5 year growth parameters is Blue Dart Express of India, which trades at more 

than twice the P/E and EV to EBIT ratio relative to Aramex. In-fact, the two GCC based logistics 

companies Agility and Gulf Warehousing also trades at a premium to ARMX, even though Agility and 

GWC are not consumer facing brands as Aramex. We do not intend to make a statement about 

relative overvaluation or undervaluation here but try to make a point that ARMX valuable brand 

equity and other intangibles which have a significant long term earning power perhaps is not fully 

appreciated in the current market multiple. 

 

Profitable growth pipeline—PLUG & PLAY CONCEPT 

One of ARMXs’ strategy goals is inorganic growth in key geographies through small acquisition that 

can provide it with foothold in fast developing economies of Asia, MENA and Sub-Saharan Africa. 

These acquisitions provide ARMX with ready to deploy platform in terms of physical infrastructure, 

network coverage, client list, knowledge of local business practices and government permits and 

licenses. ARMXs adds value by integrating the target with its existing network (think, plug and play) 

and putting its intangibles such as brand, management information systems, quality control, 

knowledge of penetrating and growing profitably in challenging underdeveloped countries  and 

cross sell opportunities to work. That advantage of overlaying its intangibles over tangibles assets 

acquired through targets allows ARMX to grow faster and more economically. 

 

Usual experience with companies that desire to grow aggressive is to pay steep price for targets—

mostly at peak of the business cycle—resulting into lower subsequent returns and diversification in 

areas where they are either late entrants or have little competitive advantage thereby destroying 

shareholder value in the long run even though short terms revenue growth looks phenomenal. 

ARMXs’ acquisition strategy and business model avoids falling into this trap to large extent. How?  

ARMX acquires businesses which are in the same business as its own (express courier or 

logistics/supply chain) also ARMX strives to acquire entities much smaller than itself rather than try 

ARMX trades at a significant 

discount to its other listed 

peer group even though the 

company has recorded 

higher historical growth rate 

in income and revenue 

Plug-and-play means new 

acquisition can be 

immediately integrated to its 

existing global network, IT 

systems, internal control 

systems 
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to ‘grab its moment in history’. Given that these targets are local entities with local footprint, the 

price paid is also not steep in terms of material dilution in earnings or putting the balance sheet at 

undue risk; more than half a dozen of acquisitions (including acquisition of interest) in the past two 

years in evidence reinforcing the argument. ARMX also explicitly believes acquisition that are capital 

light (this is limited non-current capital assets) in nature which reflects its conservative balance 

sheet positioning. ARMXs usually prefers to expand in developing and under-developed regions of 

Asia and Africa which have low penetration levels or are regional trade gateways  or where its first 

mover advantage (as an outsider with significant scale) can offer sustainable revenue scalability for 

many years. 

 

We like ARMX because its business model also allows growth without proportional capital 

expenditure through its franchise model. Under the franchise model, a large part of the investment 

in fixed capital is done by the franchisee and not ARMX. As mentioned before, what ARMX brings to 

the table is its global network, its brand equity (which like other successful consumer brands 

provides instantly the twin benefit of increasing revenue growth rate as well as, pricing power) and 

support (in terms of sophisticated IT systems, quality control, business intelligence, etc) to enable 

the franchisee scale heights which would not have been possible given his/her limited capital and 

local knowledge. Interestingly, ARMX retains options in the franchisee agreement to increase share 

in the franchise or buyout the franchise at favorable valuations. Terms of trade in a franchise or 

partnership venture remain in ARMX favor where the partner usually contribute assets that 

depreciate in value over time (fixed capital investment) whilst ARMX contributes assets that increase 

in value (intangibles) over time.  

 

The strategy is highly beneficial to ARMX given that it allows it to grow without incurring substantial 

costs, which in turn minimizes the risk of putting the balance sheet liquidity and strength in 

jeopardy. This in turn generates healthy free cash flow (operating cash less capex), provides 

flexibility to scale the business up or down, as market condition may warrant. Thus giving the 

company the ability to maintain return on investments at the same time as pursuing growth —a rare 

combination indeed. 

 

The exhibit below shows Return on Invested Capital (RoIC) and cumulative growth in capex (gross 

bloc + investment in affiliate) between the period 2007 and 2011 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The franchisee model to 

increasing its footprint 

allows ARMX to leverage its 

existing intangibles with 

limited investment in 

physical infrastructure. 
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The exhibit below represents the market value created for every additional dollar spent on capex 

between 2008 end and 2012. Roughly for every $1 spent on capex the market value of ARMX stock 

has increased by $2.5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The table below shows our computation of Return on Invested Capital (RoIC) and Cumulative Capex 

(in AED millions) 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Equity   1,285   1,408   1,596   1,781   1,865   1,959  

Minority Interest  25   29   28   25   31   33  

Debt (current & non-current)  28   27   14   13   22   22  

Total LT Capital Employed  1,338   1,464   1,638   1,819   1,918   2,015  

Avg. Capital Employed   1,401   1,551   1,728   1,868   1,966  

       

EBIT  147   178   206   229   254   222  

ROIC (Ebit/Avg cap. employed) 11.0% 12.7% 13.3% 13.3% 13.6% 15.0% 

       

Gross Bloc   64.2   29.6   74.7   173.3   129.3  

Goodwill   2.0   48.0   9.8   146.9   -   

Intangibles   1.1   3.8   4.2   23.6   (6.7) 

Investment in JVs   -    7.8   11.4   (1.1)  37.4  

Investment in Associates   -    -    -    1.3   (0.1) 

Total Capex   67.3   89.2   100.0   344.0   159.8  

Cumulative Capex (since 2008)   67.3   156.5   256.5  600.5 706.3 

Source: Company reports, 2012 RoIC annualized based on 9 month results 

 

 Nimble to leverage new opportunities 

ARMX other strength includes its current size which we term as being in the ‘sweet spot’ on its 

growth trajectory. Its current size somewhere in between the big boys such as UPS, FedEx, Deutsche 

Post, TNT and smaller local and regional players provides it with a valuable advantage of undertaking 

smaller discrete acquisition as well as organic network expansion that can have immediate impact 

on its operating and financial performance.  

 

Were ARMX member of the big boys club, multiple smaller acquisitions which have been the 

bedrock of its growth strategy would not have worked in terms of immediate impact on business 

performance. To grow aggressive on a bigger platform would require large acquisition (an example 

in context is UPS bid to acquire TNT) in contrast to smaller ones which would not only come at a 

valuation premium but also with substantial integration and balance sheet risk.   Also, it is pertinent 

to note that, all the big global players above have a capital intensive business model where they own 

a large majority of its logistics and supply chain infrastructure across the world (including fleet of 

jumbo aircrafts) as control and scale economies become more important with increase in size. These 

constraints run almost diagonally opposite to what has been the key to ARMXs’ success over the 

past many years.  

 

For every $1 spent on capex ARMX has been 

able to add c.$2.5 in market cap between 2008 

and 2012. The is a typical corporate finance 

decision, where good management is suppose 

to do growth capex only if, it can add equal for 

more in market value of the equity, since the 

other alternative is to returns the capital to the 

shareholders (dividends). It is also one of the 

basic criteria used by legendary investor 

Warren Buffet in evaluating an investments 

attractiveness. 

 

ARMX is big enough to enjoy 

scale economies and small 

enough to benefit from small 

discrete acquisitions 

immediately. 
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Additionally, as natural course of development the members of the big boys club are N America and 

Europe focus, markets which are more matured and hence more saturated (i.e. lower growth 

potential). Presently, N America and much of continental Europe is in throes of multi-year recession 

which can be expected to have unfavorably impacted volume and pricing in those markets. Its little 

surprising that large logistics companies from that part of the world have a ‘strategic’ goal to expand 

in Asia, Middle East and Latin America. In that sense, ARMX also has location advantage of being 

mostly focused on high growth markets of MENA and Asia rather than having a dominant exposure 

to Europe or North America.  

 

Also due to its vast experience and knowledge of managing operations in under-developed markets 

ARMX is benefitting from first mover advantage in many high growth potential countries of Africa 

and CIS such as Kenya, Sudan, South Africa and Ghana, to name a few. 

 

“New trade corridors between Asia and Africa, Asia and South America and within Asia will re-chart 

global supply chains. Trade volumes will shift towards emerging markets and least developed 

countries will take their first steps into the global marketplace” Source:—  PWC, Transportation & 

Logistics 2030 

 

In the below exhibits, we compare the compounded annual sales growth, debt ratios and geographic 

revenue break down of ARMX with that of the members of the big boys club to cross examine the 

above argument 

4 yr Revenue growth (2008-2011 CAGR)    Debt ratios (end 2011) 
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Return on Invested Capital (end 2011)    Geographic break-down of Revenue (end 2011) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the other end of the spectrum are smaller regional players similar to those that ARMX has been 

actively acquiring in the past. Smaller players have two constrains that limit their growth potential. 

One is that of limited capital resources limiting their ability to invest in front loaded expenditures 

such as sophisticated IT systems, vehicle fleet and limited global coverage, in turn reducing their 

ability to scale up the business either organically or inorganically. Another critical constrain is having 

been locked into a playing field where they have a weaker negotiating position (‘terms of trade’ ) vis-

à-vis with large repeat customers, suppliers and other business partners. Weaker trade terms are 

ARMX has recorded highest 

5 yr CAGR growth rate, 

lowest debt ratios, highest 

exposure to fast growing 

mkts of Asia and MENA as 

percent of total revenue and 

comparable RoIC relative to 

the big boys club members 

(UPS, Fedex and Deutsche 

Post)  
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due to lack of brand equity, absence of complete product suite, inability to provide end to end 

support (particularly important to bigger customers) and lesser degree of customer convenience and 

service reliability. That may also partly be one reason why ARMX is able to buyout multiple smaller 

local players in any given year with relative ease.  

 

These headwinds faced by the larger and smaller industry players and how it adversely impacts 

either growth potential, return profile on investments or both, explains why we like the current size 

of ARMX 

 

Rising global trade and e-retailing is a multi-year opportunity 

ARMX business model also stands to benefit from a favorable macro tailwind and structural change 

in business and lifestyle practices underway. These structural changes include rising trend of 

outsourcing where manufacturing of components that go into various goods are outsourced. This 

trend is partly an outcome of the changing business landscape where rising competitive pressures 

force companies to reduce excess fat from the periphery. The decision of whether to build or buy, in 

recent years has shifted in favor of the ‘to buy’ decision which requires complex supply chain 

systems and logistics support to coordinate between business processes. Additional trend that is 

more powerful and can have a much bigger impact on ARMX business relevance is the e-commerce 

phenomena. Although the idea is more than a decade old now, it is now picking up steam in 

developing countries complimented by two other phenomena in making: the rising accessibility of 

internet mainly through wireless networks and smartphones and secondly the rising use to plastic 

money (debit and credit cards). [eg: X buys a product online through his smartphone, pays 

electronically through his credit card and the product is delivered to X by the manufacture using 

ARMX services.]  

 

Specialization, deregulation in many industries and reducing trade and foreign investment barriers 

across much of Asia, MENA and Africa in this decade will likely propel the secular trends discussed 

above (outsourcing and e-commerce). A prototypical example of this phenomenon can be gauged 

from the share of outsourcing in mid size businesses value chain and electronic trade in consumer 

spending in developed economies of USA, UK and Canada. That is not to say the pace of adoption 

will be similar but to say that the future will be in that direction. ARMXs virtual post box service is 

one the ways the company is trying to position itself to ride this secular trend in rise of e-commerce. 

 

Another way in which ARMX is better positioned relative to the bigger global players is in terms of its 

favorable geographical location and emphasis on growth markets. ARMXs home base in UAE is fast 

emerging as the international heavyweight in terms of both sea and air connectivity. Dubai Ports 

expansion of the infrastructure at the port has yielded results with volumes going up smartly almost 

on a monthly basis. The recently commercialized Khalifa port in Abu Dhabi is also among the biggest 

in the region.   

 

In terms of Air connectivity, Dubai is already the fastest growing major hub in the world. Both Dubai 

and Abu Dhabi Airport are in a major expansion mode. The expansion in the transport infrastructure 

in UAE is an externality which will create additional competitive advantage for well established 

players such as ARMX. The benefit may not be in terms of higher sales (since much of the traffic will 

be in-transit) but could be in terms of costs optimization, better control and more efficient 

operations which would indirectly impact top-line and bottom-line.  

 

ARMX current ambitious plans of expanding in highly underpenetrated markets of Africa will provide 

growth pipeline of many years from now, as many Sub-Sahara African countries have among the 

fastest growth rates in the world whilst international trade links in Africa are one of the most 

underdeveloped in the World. 

 

Long term kicker to growth 

in express courier and 

logistics sector include: 

� increasing level of 

outsourcing; 

� e-commerce and 

electronic retailing; and,  

� Increasing liberalization 

and deregulation leading 

to higher international 

trade. 
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In short ARMs’ strategy for growth is in right direction, sustainable in the long term and internally 

consistent with its core competencies 

 

The exhibit below present 2012 GDP growth forecast for countries where ARMX has a presence, or 

has recently entered or scaled its operations. We compare the GDP growth rates in these markets 

with that of the developed world as well as with world average to drive the point that presence in 

fast growing markets should allow ARMX grow at a faster clip in a sustainable manner for quite 

some time in future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

% GDP growth yoy 

 Bahrain 3.1% 

China 7.4% 

Ghana 1.7% 

India 5.3% 

Jordan 2.6% 

Kenya 4.7% 

KSA 5.9% 

Kuwait 5.7% 

Oman 8.3% 

Qatar 3.9% 

Sir Lanka 4.8% 

South Africa 2.3% 

UAE 4.2% 

Median 4.7% 

Developed World  

Australia 3.10% 

Canada 1.50% 

EU  -0.60% 

Japan 0.50% 

US 2.60% 

Median 1.50% 

Source: Vision Research, 

tradingeconomic.com 

On average countries where ARMX has a direct 

presence or wishes to grow its footprint are 

growing at least 3X faster than the developed 

world. Additionally, many of these countries 

have low penetration of supply chain 

outsourcing and electronic retailing. 

Accordingly, we expect the industry growth rate 

in these markets to be much higher than what 

can be achieved in the developed world for 

many more years to come. We expect the 

logistics industry to grow between 1.5 to 3.0 

times the GDP growth rate in these countries in 

the medium term.  
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Aramex scores high on our ‘Value’ parameters 

What are the parameters we look for in value companies? We look for 

1. Capital allocation discipline 

2. Revenue and margin sustainability 

 

In the below table we make an effort to explain our thinking and compare it with how ARMX fares 

on those parameters 

Capital allocation discipline 

 

We consider imprudent capital allocation to 

be one of the biggest factors behind long 

term destruction of shareholders value. 

Usually, the management is carried away by 

its own incentives and pressure for growth 

to undertake capex plans that are neither 

sustainable nor fortify the firms core 

advantage, resulting in gradual but steady 

dilution in its competitive advantage. Many 

a times, the practice works like a treadmill 

machine where once you are hooked to it, 

you keep doing more of it to hide the sub 

optimal returns of previous capital 

allocation. This results into compression in 

multiples and destruction in shareholder 

value. 

How ARMX fares. 

 

We are of the opinion that ARMX has a well 

thought out capital expenditure plan which has 

been vindicated by its historical record of 

sucessful inorganic growth. The company has 

even after undertaking multiples acquisitions in a 

single year, maintained almost a debt free balance 

sheet. The criterion for selecting targets is clear 

cut and positions ARMX to leverage its core 

strengths. The success of its capital allocation is 

evident in its ability to maintain RoIC steady in 

mid teens range which is commendable given the 

fact that ARMX has grown rapidly since 2007 and 

the bigger you grow the more difficult it is to 

maintain same level of profitability. The asset light 

model followed by the company provides 

substantial amounts of free cash relative to sales. 

Although we cannot comment on the capital 

allocation or diversification decisions that the 

management make take in the future, past history 

suggest that they have done a good job at it. 

Sales and margin sustainability 

 

By sales and margin sustainability, we mean 

the inherent characteristic of the business 

model to provide sufficient market 

opportunity to grow revenues from its core 

activities for a long period of time. Usually, 

that advantage is not one of choosing but 

one of chance, as to a certain extent it 

depends upon the industry and sector 

dynamics as well. Margins are sustainable in 

the long run, when the firm remains within 

the confine of its core competence and 

investments in intangibles such as brand 

equity allow for transfer of costs/pricing 

power  

How ARMX fares 

 

We consider the strategy followed by ARMX of 

keeping a light balance sheet and expansion in 

pristine markets provides it sufficient market 

opportunity to scale revenues. Also the secular 

trend towards outsourcing and e-commerce 

further expands the market opportunity. ARMX 

franchise model for growth and valuable 

intangibles such as its brand should do well to 

protect margins from generic competition and 

maintain premium pricing.   

 

Another characteristic of ARMX business model that appeals to us is the defensive nature of its 

revenues and flexibility to optimize costs in short period. That characteristic allows ARMX to 

withstand business cycles without significant volatility in its topline and bottomline. For example, in 

2009 when most regions of the world witnessed economic slowdown, Aramex topline reduce by 

only 5% while margins were within its historical range. Infact the drop in topline was entirely on 

account of drop in its largest revenue contributing segment—Freight—all other segments actually 

ARMX Is our top value pick 

with business characteristics 

that are consistent with 

what we look for in ‘value 

companies’ 
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witnessed a small positive growth. Historically, it has been observed that high quality defensive 

businesses command a lower risk premia (higher valuation) than the broader market.  

 

Valuation 

Our main premise in valuing ARMX is our opinion that the current valuation does not fully reflect the 

value of its intangibles (brand equity). The fact that the firms in other parts of the world with similar 

business model trade at a considerably higher multiple than ARMX may reflect the value of their 

intangibles in contributing and protecting their earnings power. In fact, many of its listed peers 

across the globe have over the past five years grown at a slower pace (revenue and operating 

income) than ARMX which would support the argument for a higher multiple for ARMX than average 

peer group is justified. However, the countering argument would be the fact the GCC equities have 

traded at a lower multiple than other Emerging and developed world markets in recent years 

(particularly since 2008 crisis) inspite of providing better growth and earnings potential.  

 

Our preferred method for valuing ARMX would be a justified price –to-earnings multiple (PE ratio) 

based on our forward one year EPS estimate. We believe this method to be appropriate because the 

earnings estimate would indirectly reflect the superior earning power of ARMXs intangibles while 

the justified PE multiple would reflect the premium for its above average business model.  

 

We value ARMX at a median of the forward one year (2013) PE ratio of its peer group who have a 

similar business model and risk exposure as ARMX.  

 

The table below provides snapshot of historical forward PE multiple for the peer group. We provide 

forward PE multiple for the past 10 calendar years plus forward multiple for FY2013 

 
Name Country M-Cap  

(USD mm) 

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

UPS USA 73,388  31.6   26.9   22.2   19.9   18.6   21.8   33.9   21.9   18.1   16.8   15.0  

FedEx  USA 29,846  27.7   20.0   16.3   14.4   16.6   26.6   25.8   19.9   14.9   15.2   12.4  

Deutsche Post Germany 15,473    8.7   10.0   11.0   19.1   24.2   15.8   14.4   13.1   12.1  

Expeditors Int USA 8,740  76.5   59.6   48.5   39.2   33.9   30.8   39.4   26.5   23.1   26.3   22.6  

Yamato Co Japan 7,216     18.1   16.0   22.9   19.3   18.1   26.6   16.3   15.2  

TNT Express Netherland 3,427        31.1  57.1  35.4  23.8  

Singapore Post Singapore 1,774   19.8   18.3   16.3   15.0   15.2   15.0   14.1   15.4   16.3   15.8  

UTI Worldwide USA 1,412  30.6   20.4   11.9   13.3   13.8   13.1   24.4   19.6   17.2   21.8   17.3  

Blue Dart Exp India 879       55.1   72.9    39.0   34.7   28.0  

Freightways Ltd New Zealand 803   20.6   18.2   18.8   17.1   18.5   22.7   22.0   18.5   16.6   14.6  

Uk Mail Group UK 106   11.9   26.8   23.3   18.5   15.3   15.1   16.3   16.8   15.5   14.4  

Median 

Average 

High 

Low 

15.2 

17.4 

28.0 

12.1 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

The table below provides our EPS estimate for ARMX for CY2013. We multiple the CY 2013 EPS 

estimate with the above median CY 2013 forward PE ratio at which it global peer group trades.  

ARMX CY 2013 EPS estimate (AED) 0.184 

Median peer group CY 2014 PE ratio 15.0 

ARMX price target (AED) 2.76 

Current price (AED) 2.06 

% upside/(downside)  +c.34% 
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Primary risk to our price target remains ARMX being unable to record the EPS estimate we project 

for the next 2 calendar year period (CY 2013 and CY 2014). The EPS growth rate projected by us is 

roughly 8% CAGR between CY2012 and CY2014. We believe our forward EPS projections is 

conservative given that the historically over the past 3 year period between 2009 and 2012, EPS has 

grown at a CAGR rate of c.9.0% (FY2012 EPS annualized based on 9 month results) even though this 

period has been marked with general slowdown and recessionary headwinds in many markets 

where ARMX operates (GCC, MENA, India, Europe, etc.). For example our full year 2012 EPS estimate 

is AED 0.165 versus Bloomberg consensus of AED 0.173. Additionally, recently ARMX management 

has reiterated its strategy for acquiring growth through inorganic expansion and has as war-chest of 

upto USD 100M earmarked for the purpose (of which USD 55M has been expended on acquisition of 

Berco Systems, South Africa in end 2011). Since 2009 ARMX has invested roughly USD 90M on 

acquisition and stake increases in associates (including Berco). Strategic acquisition with steady 

growth of existing operation would favorably impact EPS over and above our estimates, which does 

not incorporate impact of any such near future acquisitions. 

 

Second risk to our target price is of forward PE multiple projected by us being overly optimistic. But 

the higher PE multiple reflect the central theme of our argument that ARMXs’ valuable intangible in 

terms of its brand equity, experience in penetrating new virgin markets and margin and return on 

capital sustainability should command a premium over index multiple. Currently, DFM index trades 

at a multiple of 11X forward earnings, and a 14X-15X price multiple premium for ARMX given its 

growth profile and defensive characteristic should be reasonable. Also there is reasonable chance 

for DFM index itself being a re-rating story in CY’2013. DFM has been a regional laggard in terms of 

recovery post the 2008 crisis and trades at lowest multiple relative to other GCC indices. In 2012 

DFM was the best performing market in the region and the start of 2013 has been equally positive. 

Two index heavy weights Banking and Real Estate continue to trade at a discount to the region but 

have witnessed investor confidence and optimism returning back. The discount has compressed 

throughout 2012 and given the macro tailwinds, may continue to do so in CY’2013. 

 

We refrain from valuing the stock based on Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) method given the risk that 

projected revenue and earnings being substantially divergent in case ARMX announces a big 

takeover in the near future. The company has signaled that it may access debt markets in the range 

of USD 50M to 100M in case an attractive target appears on the horizon. Given the almost debt free 

nature of ARMX balance sheet, the discount factor assumed in current projection may also be at risk 

once ARMX assumes some or all of the debt indicated by the management.  

 

Another recommendation we would like to share, is that investor take a broader view with ARMX 

than just based on subjective projections of earnings and valuation. We reiterate that ARMX enjoys 

a significant competitive advantage compared to many DFM index members in terms of its superior 

business model. We have emphasized ARMX business model throughout this report and would rate 

it as our top long term value pick. Ability to grow while keeping return on capital steady and balance 

sheet safe is a fleet that should be appreciated doing the reverse is very easy and many companies 

become victim of it. Aramex is among the privileged few. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key risk to our valuation 

include 

� Lower EPS growth than 

projected  

� Higher future debt level 

� ARMX valuation multiple 

continuing to trade at a 

steep discount to its 

comparable peer group 
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Background 

ARMX is one of the biggest success stories of middle-east entrepreneurship. ARMX was founded by 

Fadi Ghandour in 1982 and in many aspects, ARMX work culture and strategy reflects the personal 

values and vision of its founder to this date. ARMX has to its credit being the first and only company 

from the Arab world to be listed on Nasdaq stock exchange in 1997. It was later delisted in 2002 

having been brought out by Abraaj Capital, the high flying UAE based PE investor and relisted on the 

Dubai stock exchange in 2005 where it still continues to trade.  Aramex started as being a business 

partner for overseas courier companies that did not have on ground presence in the middle-east 

region themselves mainly the US ones. As its gained experience, Aramex set out solo breaking from 

its overseas partner and created its own retail distribution and full service logistics support 

infrastructure. Today, Aramex is the largest home grown express courier services in the MENA 

region and has presence in many others parts of the world, particularly across the Asia Middle-East 

trade link.  

 

Aramex operates through its own on-ground presence, or through franchisee arrangements and 

through its network of global alliances with other regional and local courier companies.  Currently, 

Aramex has presence (own and franchisee) in about 350 location in 60 countries across five 

continents.  The company conducts its operations through five reportable segments namely: 

 

International Express (FY2011: 32% of sales, 40% of GP): International express segment provides 

overnight (express) delivery services for document and small parcels across ARMX global network as 

well as partner network sites. Variation of services provided in this segment including choosing 

transit times and import support as well as variety of cash collection and return option.  

 

Domesitc Express (FY2011: 15% of sales, 20% of GP) is the domestic variant of the international 

express segment where deliveries are within the political boundary of the city/country. Product 

variants under this segment includes mass mails, credit card and mobile phones dispatch, inter 

branch solutions (regular deliveries between two branches), etc. 

 

Freight Forwarding (FY2011: 42% of sales, 22% of GP): The freight segment provides air, sea and 

road freight services for container load (FCL) and Less than container load (LCL) cargoes. These 

services are mainly utilized by large commercial entities for bulk long distance transport (export, 

import, consolidates cargoes –used by smaller local couriers, and project cargoes). ARMX also 

provides custom clearance as a value added service under this segment. 

 

Logistics (FY2011: 4% of sales, 7% of GP) The logistics segment is a comprehensive package of 

services available under the express and freight segment offered to business customers on 

customized basis and is better known as Supply Chain Management (SCM) solutions. The segment is 

best positioned to ride the wave of outsourcing and rise in international merchandize trade. Services 

under this segment such as Warehousing, consulting and supplier and customer distribution 

management provide complete suite of tailor made products for large organization to outsource 

their entire supply chain management to third party vendors such as ARMX.  

 

Other operations (FY2011: 7% of sales, 10% of GP) new product developments such as e-commerce 

solutions and records management are classified under this segment. Under its record management 

solutions, ARMX offers physical and electronic records management, cheque management, secure 

shredding, etc. Under the e-commerce solutions, the company provides virtual post box services 

which allows individuals shop online in US, UK, etc. whilst providing their local postal address. All 

correspondence delivered to the post box is then forwarded by ARMX to the customer. ARMX also 

provides logistics and express services to online retailer by recording sales from their website and 

delivering the product to the customer (domestic and international).  
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International 

Express , 32.5%

Freight 

Forwarding, 

41.7%

Domestic 

Express, 14.5%

Logistics, 4.3%

Other 

operations, 

7.1%

FY 2011 Segment wise revenue split-up

Source: Vision Reseatch, company reports
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Forwarding, 
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FY 2011 Segment wise gross profit split-up

Source: Vision Reseatch, company reports
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The website application allows, customer to schedule delivery, calculate rates and track shipments 

in real time basis.  

 

The two exhibits below provides snapshot of ARMX segment wise revenue and gross profit split-up 

as of 2011 and growth in segment revenue and gross profit since 2007 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The exhibits below provides a snapshot of ARMX sales evolution in terms of the region of business 

origination 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

� International express is the second 

largest revenue segment and 

biggest contributor to gross profit 

� Express (Intl & domestic) is most 

profitable segment 

� High growth segment (logistics and 

others) together represents c.13% 

of revenues and c.17.5% of gross 

profit 

� All five segments have reported 

consistent growth (except for 

freight down in ’09) between 2007 

and 2011 

� ARMX has been able to maintain or 

increase its gross margins in more 

or less all segments between 2007 

and 2011 with improving margins.  

� ‘Other segment’ which includes 

high growth e-commerce and info 

mgmt services has recorded 

consistent growth in top-line and 

increasing gross margin 

� MENA region contributes to approx 

70% of the revenues, followed by 

Europe 

� Share of Asia is consistently rising as 

ARMX seeks to expand in fast 

growing economies of South East 

Asia and the Indian sub continent. 

� We expect this trend to continue 

with increase in share of Asia offset 

by decrease in share of Europe and 

MENA. Albeit, ARMX is actively 

looking for opportunities in Eastern 

Europe (CIS) which if happens it will 

increase share of Europe in the 

short term 
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Blow is graphical representation of the overnight express end to end transaction cycle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Financial Evaluation FY2011 and Q3 2012 

 

(in AED '000s) FY'2010 FY'2011 % chg yoy Q3'2011 Q2'2012 Q3'2012 % chg yoy % chg qoq 

Revenue    2,211,996     2,576,199  16.5%       646,631        782,310        763,062  18.0% -2.5% 

Gross profit    1,190,166     1,354,938  13.8%       332,711        419,419        404,606  21.6% -3.5% 

GPM, % 54% 53% -1.2% 51% 54% 53% 1.6% -0.6% 

Operating Expenses       (960,771)  (1,100,785) 14.6%     (276,845)     (337,545)     (338,908) 22.4% 0.4% 

Operating Income         229,395          254,153  10.8%          55,866           81,874           65,698  17.6% -19.8% 

OPM, % 10.4% 9.9% -0.5% 8.6% 10.5% 8.6% 0.0% -1.9% 

Net Income         229,577          241,958  5.4%          52,526           73,971           57,633  9.7% -22.1% 

PAT, % 10.4% 9.4% -1.0% 8.1% 9.5% 7.6% -0.6% -1.9% 

Income to shareholders         204,092          211,538  3.6%          48,036           64,355           53,128  10.6% -17.4% 

EPS (in AED)   0.139       0.144  3.6%       0.033       0.044              0.036  10.6% -17.4% 

         PPE         332,144          445,360  34.1%       391,583        513,266        519,580  32.7% 1.2% 

Goodwill         863,199     1,010,109  17.0%       872,856    1,010,109    1,010,109  15.7% 0.0% 

Total Assets    2,286,458     2,492,781  9.0%   2,349,644    2,545,684    2,630,385  11.9% 3.3% 

Shareholders equity    1,780,999     1,865,110  4.7%   1,814,524    1,904,611    1,959,005  8.0% 2.9% 

Interest bearing debt            20,081             41,083  104.6%          19,878           34,431           37,675  89.5% 9.4% 

         Ratios (annualized) 

        Asset Turnover 96.7% 103.3% 6.6% 110.1% 122.9% 116.0% 6.0% -6.9% 

Return on Capital 12.7% 13.3% 0.6% 12.2% 16.9% 13.2% 1.0% -3.7% 

Return on Equity 11.5% 11.3% -0.1% 10.6% 13.5% 10.8% 0.3% -2.7% 

Debt to Assets 0.9% 1.6% 0.8% 0.8% 1.4% 1.4% 0.6% 0.1% 

Source: Vision Research, company reports 

       

 FY 2011 

In 2011 ARMX recorded 16.5% increase in top-line driven by 21% yoy increase in International 

Express division. Other segments also recorded double digit year on year growth (except for the 

logistics division with increased by 6% yoy). Gross, Operating and net margins remained almost 

constant year on year. EPS recorded 10% increase yoy slower.  The positive performance of the 

company in 2011 was in the backdrop of global economic uncertainty and regional political tensions, 

particularly acute in the second half of 2011. Growth in topline was mainly attributable to strong 

showing in the middle-east region, particularly the momentum in its home market of UAE and KSA. 

Slower growth in bottomline was mainly attributable to higher costs in terms of its Greenfield 

expansion in Africa and higher fuel costs. In 2011 ARMX also remained active on the acquisition 
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front with acquisition of Berco Systems in South Africa (c. USD 55M) and two acquisition in Kenya as 

well as partnerships with Sino Air, China.  

 

Q3 2012 

For third quarter of 2012, ARMX reported 18% year on year increase in revenues. On a quarter on 

quarter basis, revenues were down 2.5% due to seasonal impact of Ramadan on third quarter 

results. Gross margins improved in third quarter of 2012 by 160 bps from third quarter of 2011. 

Operating margins remained virtually unchanged even after improvement in gross margin due to 

higher operating expenses which increased by 22% yoy as the company faces initial costs related to 

large acquisition made in late 2011 and early 2012 while the full impact on revenues from these 

acquisition are yet to crystallize. Net income and EPS recorded a 10% yoy increase. The company 

stated that acquisition in South Africa was playing out well with good revenue momentum and 

expects this acquisition to be springboard to penetrate other Africa countries bordering S. Africa in 

the medium term. Infact, it is possible to the company to announce other acquisition in Africa, 

particularly in southern part of the continent in 2013.  In Q3 2012, the mgmt, indicated that going 

forward, AED 0.075 (7.5 fils) can be considered as stable dividend per share which would translate 

into a dividend yield of 3.6 based on current market price of AED 2.08 per share and 2.7% based on 

our target price of AED 2.76 

 

FY2013 forecast 

(in AED '000s) FY'2011   FY'2012e % chg yoy FY'2013e % chg yoy 

Revenue    2,576,199  

 

         3,114,235  20.9%         3,578,658  14.9% 

Gross profit    1,354,938             1,668,535  23.1%         1,902,240  14.0% 

GPM, % 53% 

 

54% 1.0% 53% -0.4% 

Operating Expenses  (1,100,785) 

 

       (1,366,929) 24.2%       (1,574,585) 15.2% 

Operating Income 254,153     301,606  18.7%       327,655  8.6% 

OPM, % 9.9% 

 

9.7% -0.2% 9.2% -0.5% 

Net Income         241,958                 272,550  12.6%       300,756  10.3% 

PAT, % 9.4% 

 

8.8% -0.6% 8.4% -0.3% 

Income to shareholders         211,538                 242,157  14.5%           269,856  11.4% 

EPS (in AED)               0.144    0.165  14.5% 0.184  11.4% 

Source: Vision Research, company reports 

   .  

For FY 2012 we estimate 21% year on year growth in sales, driven by positive performance for the 

first nine months of the year. ARMX has recorded sales of AED 2.3 billion for the first nine months of 

the year.  We expect gross margins to remains stable in the 53% vicinity. OPM is expected to be 

down yoy due to higher operating expenses. We expect FY 2012 EPS at AED 0.165 representing an 

increase of 14% yoy. At our current forecast ARMX trades at a CY 2012 PE multiple of 12X. for FY 

2013 we expect ARMX for record revenue growth of about 15% year on year  and EPS of 0.184, at 

your CY 2013 forecast, ARMX currently trades at one year forward multiple of 11X. We are not 

incorporating the impact of any large acquisitions for CY 2013 on either the income statement of the 

balance sheet given the timing, size and leverage utilized, if any, Is uncertain. 
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Financial Snapshot 

       (in AED '000s) FY'2010 FY'2011   FY'2012e FY'2013e % chg yoy 

Revenue    2,211,996     2,576,199  

 

      3,114,235      3,578,658  14.9% 

Gross profit    1,190,166     1,354,938          1,668,535      1,902,240  14.0% 

GPM, % 54% 53% 

 

54% 53% -0.4% 

Operating Expenses   (960,771)  (1,100,785) 

 

(1,366,929)   (1,574,585) 15.2% 

Operating Income         229,395          254,153          301,606  327,655  8.6% 

OPM, % 10.4% 9.9% 

 

9.7% 9.2% -0.5% 

Net Income         229,577          241,958       272,550          300,756  10.3% 

PAT, % 10.4% 9.4% 

 

8.8% 8.4% -0.3% 

Income to shareholders         204,092          211,538         242,157          269,856  11.4% 

EPS (in AED)     0.139  0.144    0.165     0.184  11.4% 

       PPE         332,144          445,360  

 

 562,664          714,583  27.0% 

Goodwill         863,199     1,010,109          1,010,109      1,010,109  0.0% 

Total Assets    2,286,458     2,492,781  

 

      2,748,752      2,990,643  8.8% 

Shareholders equity    1,780,999     1,865,110          2,027,570      2,161,390  6.6% 

Interest bearing debt            20,081             41,083           37,675             41,819  11.0% 

       Ratios (annualized) 

      Asset Turnover 96.7% 103.3% 

 

113.3% 119.7% 

 Return on Capital 12.7% 13.3%   14.6% 14.9%   

Return on Equity 11.5% 11.3% 

 

11.9% 12.5% 

 Debt to Assets 0.9% 1.6%   1.4% 1.4%   

       Valuation Ratios 

      PE Ratio      14.9  7.5    12.1                   11.3    

PB Ratio 1.7   0.8  

 

1.5   1.4  

 Dividend Yield 3.8% 4.6%   3.8% 3.6%   

Source: Vision Research, company reports; 2010, 2011 and 2012 valuation ratios based on end of respective year 

closing prices. CY2013e ratios based on price fo AED 2.08. 
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